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A~tract--Works concerning solutions of initial problems with mixed boundary conditions are very rare 
in the literature and essentially depend on the geometry of some individual problems. K. B. Ranger, for 
example, considered the cooling of a finite needle (and strip) with prescribed cooling temperature in a 
medium bounded by two parallel planes perpendicular to the axis and maintained at zero temperature 
[1]. Because of the axial symmetries ofthese problems, Ranger could employ integral operators which map 
2-D harmonics into the solution of the reduced wave equation and into that of the heat equation thereby. 
In this work, a systematic method for solving initial plane problems with mixed boundary conditions 
is proposed. It can be considered as a natural generalization of the Fourier method that deals with the 
uniform initial problems on the one hand and of that started by Ju. I. (~.ersii [2] dealing with steady mixed 
boundary problems on the other. By gradual modifications, the latter method has become of wide 
application to solutions of problems in several branches of mathematical physics. This has recently been 
expounded [3]. 
We shall start with presenting the method by means of a concrete xample that, geometrically aswell 
as physically, is rather simplified: the heat conductivity in the unit circle with Dirichiet-Neumann 
boundary conditions. The method is applicable to problems with different configurations. Further, it can 
be extended to deal with more complicated physical situations of mixed character, such as dynamical 
problems of the theory of elasticity with the typical stress--strain boundary conditions. 
1. FORMULAT ION OF  A S IMPL IF IED EXAMPLE 
We consider the case of an infinite cyclinder, with radius equal to unity, which has a heat flux at 
the arc {r = 1, 0 e ( - c ,  c)} at t = 0 while the temperature of the complementary surface remains 
at its initial state. The temperature of the cyclinder is given by 
t~2T 
~r 2 
wi th  the init ial  cond i t ion  
T(r, O; O) = W(r, O) 
and the boundary conditions 
T(I, 0; t) = W,(O) = W(1, 0), 
aT(I, O; t) 
ar =W2, (lOl<c), 
1 aT 1 32T aT 
- - - t - r~r+~-~T=-  ~- (r <l,lOl<~;t >O), (1) 
(c < 101 <n), 
r.w~ 
(2) 
aT 
T;,'~ 
(3) 
(4) 
Fig. l 
W2 is continuous with respect to 0 and may also depend on the time. We shall first assume that 
it is independent of the time. Physically, T(r, O; t) must also be bounded everywhere in the region 
defined above. Furthermore, additional conditions should be imposed at the points (1, +_c), 
otherwise ambiguity in the s01ufion of a system st/oh as expressions (1)-(4) can take place [4, p. 
271]. The continuity of the temperature supplies these required conditions. 
The system (1)-(4) can be simplified in the following way. We make use of the substitution 
T(r, O; t) -- u(r, O; t) + ~b(r, 0), (5) 
where ~b(r, 0) satisfies the stationary system 
o2¢,+!o0 1 
ar 2 rar+-~-f f~T=O (r < 1,101<n), (6) 
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~k(1,0)= WI(O) (c<[0 l<n) ,  
d~(l, o) 
- - =  w2(o) (101<c); 
dr 
the function u(r, O; t) is to be determined from the system 
d2u 1 du 1 d2u du 
dr2 +r-ff-r+r2dO 2 dt (r < l , lO l<n ' t>O) ,  
u(r, O; O) =f(r, 0), 
u(1, O;t)=O=f(1, O) (c <101 <n), 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(ll) 
where 
duO, 0; t) 
dr 
=0 (101 < c), (12) 
f(r, O) = W(r, O) - ~k(r, 0). (13) 
In addition, we can require the solution of the system (6)-(8) to be continuous at (1, + c) to ensure 
the same conditions as for the system (9)-(12). The solution of the stationary system (6)--(8) runs 
on the same pattern as those for the problems illustrated in Ref. [3, p. 240]. Nevertheless, we will 
outline the solution once we have exhibited the procedures of solving the initial system [see the 
discussion following equation (82)]. 
From the boundedness of u(r, O; t), we can seek the solutions of the equations (9), (11) and (12) 
in the form 
u~(r, O; t) = S(r, 0; 7)exp(-72t) (14) 
where 7 is real and S satisfies the following system: 
d2S(r, 0; 7) 1 dS(r, 0; 7) 1 d2S(r, 0; 7) 
Or 2 t -+- F 72S(r, 0; 7) = 0, (15) r dr r 2 dO 2 
S(1 ,0 ;7 )=0 (c<10 l<n) ,  (16) 
ds(1,0;7) 
=0 (10[ <c). (17) 
dr 
Further, S(I, 0; 7) is continuous at 0 = +c. 
2. THE REDUCTION OF THE MIXED STURM-L IOUVILLE 
PROBLEM TO A DISCRETE PROBLEM 
Since we can writef(r, 0) as a sum of two functions, one of which is odd and the other is even 
with respect o 0, problem (9)-(12) can be split into two problems, the solution of both run on 
the same pattern. We assume that f(r, 0) is odd (say). Thus, we are interested in the odd solutions 
of the mixed Sturm-Liouville problem. 
We complete the conditions (16) and (17) as follows: 
undetermined when 101 < e 
S(1, O;~)=cp_(0,7)= 0 whenc <lO l<n,  (18) 
dS(1, 0; 7) f 0 when 101<c 
dr = ¢p+ (0; rr) = ~ (19) undetermined when c < 101 < n. 
On applying the finite Fourier transform with respect o 0, 
G. = ~ g(O)e -~° dO, g(O) = G. e ~'°, (20) 
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to equation (15), solving it, and then applying it to conditions (18) and (19), we obtain 
S.(r; ~) = A.Jq.)(~r), (21) 
S.(1; ~) = q~._ (~) (22) 
and 
OS.(1; y______.~) = q~+ (~), (23) 
Or 
where J. is the Bessel function of the first kind. In order that the required solution be odd with 
respect o 0, we should set A0 = 0. 
Taking into account hat 
n J'.(x) = - J . (x )  - J .+ ,  (x ) ,  
x 
substituting equation (21) into equations (22) and (23) and eliminating A., we arrive at the 
following discrete problem: 
In I O._ (~) - QI.)(~)~.- (7) = ~.+ (~), (24) 
where 
Q,., (y )  = ~ Ju., +, (~') (25) 
j,.,(~) • 
3. THE REDUCTION OF THE DISCRETE PROBLEM TO 
AN ALGEBRAIC SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
On performing the inverse Fourier transform to expression (24), we get 
1 d f~ ~0_(t;y)dt ~ Ql.l(y)~._(y)e ~° q~+(0;y), (26) 
ni dO ,, 1--e ~7:'~-° . . . .  = 
a relation which is a termwis¢ integrable with respect o 0, because QI.l(~') tends with in [~ oo to 
zero as rapidly as 1/(n + 1) and the Fourier coefficients O._ (~) at least as l/n. Thus, recalling that 
~o+(0;~) •0 for - c  < 0 < c and integrating expression (26) with respect o 0 on the interval 
( - c ,  c), we obtain 
1 ~ q,__ (2; ~') d______t = Q~.) (~)e._ (~) -= + ~. (27) 
-c  1 - -  ei(O-O n=-~ l?l 
The constant u is to be designated in such a way that the singular integral equation with the Cauchy 
kernel (27) possesses a bounded solution ~p_ (0; ~) [4, p 257]. It will turn out that this bounded 
solution does not depend on ~. The solution can be written in the form 
q~_(O;r)=R(O)[ f ,  Q,,,,(~) O,,-(r) i,,(O)+i~io(O)], (28) 
Ln  . _~ n 
where the prime to the right of the summation symbol indicates that n does not assume the value 
zero, and 
1 ~ e ~" + i)~ d~ (29) 
I .(0) = ~ j _  ~ R (~- -~ ---~,o), 
R(x)-- lira x/z -e~O(z -e-~C) • (30) 
Izl<t 
The integrals I.(0)are to be understood in the sense of the principal value. For n > 0, we have 
[3, p. 215] 
"- '  e -'°j ~ (2m -- 1)!![2(j -m)  - l]!! (31) 
i.(o) = -e~"-'~ E T ~o m ! ~ ~  ~e--w--'~ ' 
j -0  
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while, for n = 0, 
Io(0) = 0. (32) 
Further we put the integral I_,(O) in the form 
1 ;,~ "C -nd~ 
I _ . ( t )  = A - - t ) '  
where z = e ~, t = e ~°, A = e to. Taking into account hat the path ~A is lying on the unit circle, we 
can make the substitution z = 1/f to get 
g fA (f)" d'~ 
[-n(t) ---- - -  ~"i 2" 4 ( f  - -  A ) -~EA- ) ( 'C  - - / ' )  
= - f [ . ( r ) .  
Next, taking into account that ¢)._/n is even, the equation (28)takes the form 
q)_ (0, ~) = R(O) ~ q)'- (~---~) Q,,(~)[I.(O) + I_,,(0)1. 
n n=l 
Substituting in the formula ,fc q)/_ (~) = ~-~ cp_(t;y)e-Utdt, 
- c  
instead of ~p_ (t; ~) its value according to expression (34) yields 
~,- (7) = ~2 ~,,- (7)Q,,(7) ~ (N,u + N_,u), 
n=l 
where 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
N_.~ = ~ R(O)I_.(O)e-ltSdO 
c 
"-'E A, __+ (2m-- 1)!![2(j-- m)- - l ] ;  
" / -n - I - l~= 0 2m!!(2j - 2m)!!e 'U- z")c j=0 
"- '  J (2m - 1)!![2(j - m) - 1]!! (37) 
N,,t=- E A.-j-t-2 E 2m!!(--27--2-~)!-~e-,(s--'~)--7" j=O m=0 
Here, we have used the notation 
1 fA Ak=~ini ~/ ( t -A ) ( t -B ) tkdt ,  A=e -ic, B=e ic, (38) 
B 
and the convention 0lf = ( -  1)!! = 1 is adopted. 
Again, we list the values of A_k (k is positive integer) [3, p. 216]: 
e- i t+ e ~c 1 
A_1 = - -  = A-2, 
4 2 
- 5)..[e + e ] *~2 (2m - 3)]!(2k -- 2m - 5)!l]. 1 (2k vw -(*- 1)c ~(k- ~)c
A-k=~ -~'1~.. m=l  re.V(/~''-- l~m).*-~T--iz~-~-J ' k >2.  (39) 
Analogous substitution leads to the relation 
1 fA x / ( t - -A ) ( f - -X ) f -k -3df= "T-(k+3)=A-(k+3)' k >0,  (40) 
,4k  = 2. 
where the last step is obtained from the definitions (39) in which the first term is real, the first and 
the last terms in the summation are the complex conjugate of one another, and so on; whence the 
reality of A, follows for all integer values of k. 
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In deriving the relations (33) as well as (40), we are compelled to conserve the branch used by 
Muskhelishvili in which x/(~ - A) (z  - B )~z  as T --. ~ [5, p. 458]. Thus, 
x/(T - A)(~ - ~)  /1 -  ~ 
¥=- J  = -J 
which for z ---0 gives ~ = X. Thus, ~ = -A /T  = -1 .  
Now, the coefficient of ~._ (?) in equation (36) is well defined. It will turn out in the next section 
that 1/n (N.i + N_.I) tends to zero like 1/n. Thus, we come to the conclusion that the series of 4} 1_ (?), 
equation (36), converges faster than 1/n 3. When l assumes the values 1,2 . . . . .  we get the algebraic 
system 
k 
~bt_(?) = lim ~ a~(?)~._(?), (41) 
k ~  nffi 1 
where 
Q.(?) 
at.(?) = (N.t + N_.t) = Q.(?)bt.. (42) 
n 
The determinant of the homogeneous system (41) must be equal to zero. That is, 
lim Ak (at. (7) -- 6~,) = 0, (43) 
k~ 
where A k refers to the determinant of the system (41) after being truncated to the kth order. 
Dividing the n th column by Q,(?), we get 
lim ?kJk+l(?) Ak bt. =0. 
k~ Jl(?) Q.(?)] 
The zeros of Jk +l(?) are not solutions for expression (43) since 1/Jk +l(?) is included in the element 
(bkk -- 1/Qk(Y)). Also, ? = 0 is not a solution since 1/? appears k-times in the diagonal elements. 
Thus, the zeros we are seeking are the solutions of 
( =o l im A k Or. Q.(?)] • (44) 
In a forthcoming work [6], we show that 
1 1 
bt. = - (n.t + N_.t) = (Nt. + N_t.) = b.1, (45) 
,, 7 
which implies that the zeros of the characteristic equation (44) are real. Further, we see in the next 
section that B~, converges to zero with increasing I more rapidly than 1/l. Consequently, 4'1- (7), 
defined by system (41), tends to zero faster that 1/l, in accordance with the requirement that the 
function ~0_(0; ?) is continuous. 
Assuming that the set {?t, i = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  } are the roots of the characteristic equation (44), then, 
for every ?t, the homogeneous system (41) defines a corresponding set of the Fourier coefficients 
{¢.- (?t), n --- 1, 2 . . . .  } only to within a constant factor. This represents no ambiguity in the final 
solution of the problem (9)-(12). Indeed, from expressions (11) and (12) we have 
• . -  (r ,)  
A. (],'t) = Jl.= (~,--~)" (46) 
and hence 
=(r,O;,)= c, exp(-: ,t)  
t . ,  . - I  l . (~ ' t )  
-- ~ ctexp(--?~t) S(r, O; ?t), 
i=1  
J~(?ir )sin nO, 
(47) 
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where the c's are defined to satisfy expression (10), that is 
f" .~I'f(r" O)S(r' O; ")r dr dO 
= a - ~  . . . .  . (48) ci 
LJo S2(r'O;Ti)rdrdO 
It is to be noted that on multiplying the coefficients @._ (7~) by any arbitrary scaling factor, the 
solution u(r, O; t) as given by equations (47) and (48) remains invariant. Therefore, this solution 
is unique in spite of the fact that the coefficients @._ (y~) are not unique in view of the homogeneity 
of the defining algebraic system. 
In brief, the initial mixed boundary value problem is reduced to the solution of the equation (44). 
In Section 5 we shall illustrate the possibility of  finding the important zeros of  this equation, i.e. 
the zeros of  small absolute value. 
4. THE EST IMATION OF THE COEFF IC IENTS 
N_,l(N.t) AND SOME OF THE IR  PROPERT IES  
In expression (37) as j varies from 0 to n -- 1, the index of the integral(s) A varies from 
- (n  + l + 1) to - ( l  + 2), i.e. this index will not exceed -2 .  Therefore, in estimating N_,t, we only 
use the expression of  A_k(k > 2) given by expression (39) which, together with 
lira A_k = 1 I c c-0 ~ 3-  x/(e~ - ei~)(e~' - e-ic) e-i(k-l)x dx = 0, (49) 
C 
leads to 
k • :  (2m -- 3)!!(2k - 2m - 5)!! 2(2k - 5)[! m-, ('2m-).q~ -2m- -2 - )~ = (2k -2) ! ! "  
Next, we investigate the summation 
Sj-- L (2k - 1)!!(2k -2 j  - 1)!! 
In the relation (50), we put m = l + 1 and then k =j + 3 to get 
~-. (2 / -  1)!!(2j - 2l - 1)!! 2(2j + l)!! 
,~o (2l ~ 2)!!(2j 21 + 2)!! = (2j + 4)!!" 
Using the identity 
(2n - 1)!! = (2n - 1)!! 
(2n + 2)!! (2n)!! 
the equation (52) can be written in the form 
,~0 [ . (2 l -  1_)!! 
L (21)!! 
It is clear that 
and 
(2n + 1)!! 
(2n + 2)!!' 
(21 + l)!! I [ (2 j  - 21 - 1)!! (2j - 21 + l)!! l = E, - e~ - n3  + E, = 
(~ ¥ 2-5~..wj L (2j  --- ~-)~ (2j - 2 l~ J  
For E3, we let j -  1 = k to get again 
Et = Sj 
(2j + 1)!! 
E2 = SJ+' (2j + 2)!!" 
(2j + 1)!! 
E3=Sj+, (2j + 2)!!" 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
2(2j + l)!! 
• (54) 
(2j + 4)!! 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
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Finally, we let l = k - 1 in the expression of E4 and obtain 
2(2j + 3)!! (58) 
E4 = Sj+2 (2j + 4)!!" 
The substitution from expressions (55)-(58) into expression (54) yields 
Sj+2- Sj+, = Sy+t - Sj, (59) 
a relation which shows that St, $2 . . . . .  constitutes an arithmetical progression defined by writing 
down any two successive terms from it. Carrying this out, we come to the conclusion that 
Sj = 1 V j. (60) 
We are now in a position to estimate N_nt. From expressions (37), (60) and (50), respectively, 
we have 
n-I n+/+l n+l+l 4(2k -- 5)!! 
IN_.tl--.< Y'.IAj_._t_,ISj= ~, I -4-kl~ < 5". (-~--2-~.w.v" (61) 
j ff i0 k f f i l+2 k=l+2 
For f ixed n, it is clear that IN_~l-*0 more rapidly than 1/l. 
For fixed 1, we have 
n+,-,(2S __ I)!! n-t-, (2s-- l)!! ~ (2s--l)!! 
IN-'ul ~<4 ,~., (-~s +2)!l <4  ,=,~ (2s)!!(2s + l) <4 s~_0 (2s)!!(2s + 1) =2n. (62) 
This ensures the boundedness of IN-nt l  as n --* ~.  
In Section 3 we hinted at the reality of the integrals A+k, k > 0. In the same way, it is a simple 
matter to verify the reality of the inner summation in the definitions (37) of N-nt(Nnt) for any j. 
Hence these coefficients are real for all positive integers n and l. 
Finally, the last result together with the relation (40) and the definitions (37) leads to the useful 
relations 
Nnl  = - -  N_  n - t ,  N_  nt = - -  Nn-  I"  (63) 
5. THE APPLICATION OF THE TRUNCATION OF THE 
ALGEBRAIC SYSTEM AND SOME REMARKABLE EXAMPLES 
We assume for l (or n) greater than some k that 
atn (?) "~, 0 (64) 
and consider an important question: how much will this cut-off influence the accuracy of the 
characteristic values? 
The characteristic equation of the truncated system can be written in the form 
Ak_l(y)(bkk Q!(~))-k- Ek( ] : )  = 0 , (65) 
where Ak_ t(?) is the determinant of the system truncated at k - 1. At small ?, one can easily see 
that by increasing k, the curve ek(?) comes very close to the axis y = 0 with respect o the curve 
of the first term in the equation (65). This follows from the hypotheisis that the diagonal elements 
increase with k like k + l, while all other elements in the last row (column) vanish faster than 1/k. 
Thus, expanding the truncated eterminant in terms of the last row, the contribution of any 
non-diagonal element of it is of order k-4 compared with the first term in the equation (65). 
Therefore, in the limit where we can consider ek(?) "~, O, the small zeros of the equation (65) are 
slight modifications for the roots of the equations 
Ak _~ (?) = 0, (66) 
bkkYJk+ t(?) -- Jk(?) = O. (67) 
This is equivalent to the statement that, at sufficiently large k, the increasing of the order of the 
cut determinant does not change the small characteristic values essentially. Further, increasing k
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leads to no additional small characteristic values. This follows from the fact that at large k and 
small ?, the curve Jk + l (?) lies much closer to the ?-axis than Jk (?)" Therefore, the curve bkk ?Jk + ~ (?) 
will be extremely close to the y-axis at this limit and the first root of the equation (67) is again 
a slight modification to the first zero of Jk (?) which is large. Thus, the small "'eigenvalues" which 
practically define the solution of the Dirichlet-Neuman problem become stable with increasing the 
order of the truncation. 
To solve the cut system that corresponds to some eigenvalue Yi, we set one of the unknowns 
[~_  (?~), say] equal to the unity, then we choose k - 1 equations of this system, the matrix of their 
coefficients i not singular, and solve them as a non-homogeneous system. Increasing the order of 
the cut-off, we will get in the same way a non-singular matrix of greater order and its elements 
[a /n (? / )  - -  t~ln ] are those of the (k - 1) x (k - 1) initial matrix if 2 ~</, n ~< k - 1, since ?i remains 
stable. Thus, provided the system we use to determine the Fourier coefficient is of the order at which 
the eigenvalue remains table, the error caused by the cut-off can be estimated as if the system were 
non -homogeneous. 
In what follows we discuss ome cases to clarify some features of the method and to give some 
idea about the rate at which the first eigenvalue and its corresponding functions q~_ (0; 71 ) approach 
their limits. The exact designation of these limits is beyond the scope of this work. 
Case (a): c = 0 (the Dirichlet problem) 
In this case, equations (49), (37) and (42), respectively, lead to the result 
bt, = O, V l and n, (68) 
consequently, the determinant of equation (41) takes the form 
lim Ak(6tn ) = 1. (69) 
k~oo 
Thus, the characteristic equation (43) has no solution and equation (41) has only the trivial 
solution. Together with equations (20) and (21), this yields 
f l  J, (?) = 0. (70) n=l 
Case (b ): c = n (the Neuman problem) 
From definition (38), 
-1 ,  k=- l , -2  
Ak = (71) 
0, otherwise. 
Then, by virtue of expression (60), it is easy to verify that the inner summation S j ( -n ,  ~t) in 
definitions (37) obeys the relation 
S:(_rr, n )__ (~, l ,  if j i sodd 
if j is even. 
This leads immediately to the results 
N - " t=0 '~ V n and 1, 
Nnl .= 6in 3 
and we arrive at the usual equation that defines the eigenvalues of the Neuman problem: 
~l [Jn(Y)--~ Jn+ l(~)] ~--0. 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
Case (c): c = n/2 
We have already seen that the determinant in equation (44), when c varies from 0 to n, starts 
and ends at two diagonal forms. In a very natural way we can expect hat the closer c becomes 
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Table I. Values of b~, at c = n/2 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
bl. 0.2500 0.2500 0.0625 -0 .0625 -0 .0312 0.0312 0.0195 
bz~ 0.2500 0.2812 O. 1250 - 0.0156 - 0.0312 0.0097 0.0156 
ban 0.0625 O, 1250 O. 1458 0.0937 0.0117 - 0.0260 - 0.0078 
b,~ -0 .0625 -0 .0156 0.0937 0.1337 0.0703 -0 .0058 -0.0195 
bs, -0 .0312 -0 .0312 0.0117 0.0703 0.0929 0.0585 0.0048 
b~ 0.0312 0.0097 - 0.0260 - 0.0058 0.0585 0.0874 0.0488 
bT, 0.0195 0.0156 -0 .0078 - 0.0195 0.0048 0.0488 0.0679 
to one of these two limiting cases, the more the off-diagonal elements in this determinant tend to 
zero: the temperature in a problem that is "dose" to the Dirichlet (Neuman) problem evolves in more 
or less slight perturbation of a fashion in which the temperature of the Dirichlet (Neuman) problem 
evolutes. The extreme case in which the off-diagonal elements assume their maximum values hould 
be the case c = 1t/2, there, the problem differs as far as possible from both the uniform cases. In 
fact, the calculations confirm these intuitive predictions. Thus, the investigation of the stability of 
the eigenvalues with increasing the order of the cut system in this case is sufficient since it takes 
place more rapidly otherwise. Table 1 exhibits some values of b~, at c = ~2- 
The first zeros of the second, third and fourth order cut determinant ( o four decimals) are 
2.6165, 2.5900 and 2.5866, respectively. The solution of the corresponding third order system yields 
O,_ = 1, 02_ = 1.06603 and 03_ =0.384. (75) 
Thus, taking into account hat at c = 7r/2, 
R (0) = - x/21 cos 01 ei°/2, (76) 
and formulas (31), (33) and (34), we have 
~_(0: 2.59) = ~ 1  [sin ½0 + 0.28793sin 30 + 0.04819sin ~0 + . . . . .  ], (77) 
where this function is so normalized that the coefficient of the first term in its expansion is equal 
to the unity and added the symbol ~ to differentiate it from the exact function tp_. 
In the fourth order approximation we get, respectively, 
O1_ = 1, 02_ = 1.06426, 03_ =0.39341, 04_ = -0.1612; (78) 
O_(O;2.5866)=~IsinO+o.29381sin3---~+O.O4947sin5---~-O.Ol177sinT-~02+ . . . . .  ].  (79) 
From the above table, one can verify that at higher orders, the eigenvalue yl as well as the Fourier 
coefficients included in the definition of the function ~0_ (0, y, ) become closer to their limits, and 
more terms in the expression of 0_ appear through the refinement of the approximation, but the 
altering in the first terms becomes more trivial. 
Finally, we verify the extremity of the case c = n/2 by writing down some values of the 
coefficients b~ in the cases c = ~ n and c = ~ n respectively, as shown in Table 2. 
The main contributions to the second term in equation (65) are those including the maximum 
number of the diagonal elements when expanding Ak in terms of the last row. Thus, taking into 
account hat the quadratics of the off-diagonal elements of the fourth row in the last two cases 
are smaller than their respective quantities in the case c = n/2, the disturbance in the form of the 
characteristic equation in the last two cases when k assumes the value 4 instead of 3 will be weaker 
than the disturbance in the extreme case. From equation (41) it is clear that the Fourier coefficients 
in the case c = ~ n starts to break down after the third coefficient, while at c = 2 n they break down 
Table 2 
n I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
bin 0.1373 0.1729 0.0991 - 0.0006 0.5625 0.2812 - 0.1055 - 0.0176 
b~, 0.1729 0.2271 0.1486 0.0278 0.2812 0.2988 0.1055 -0 .0286 
b~ 0.0991 0.1486 0.1322 0.0747 - 0.1055 0.1055 0.2373 0.0725 
b~ - 0.0006 0.0278 0.0747 0.0989 - 0.0176 - 0.0286 0.0725 0.1615 
C.A.M.W.A. 14/~=-D 
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immediately: a function exhibiting a peak over a narrower interval can be suitably defined through 
more o f  its Fourier coefficients. 
The above considerations become more evident when c approaches one of the limiting values, 
0 or 7r. 
6. T IME-DEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Let in the system (1)-(4) 
W(r, 0) = W, = 0, (80) 
WE = sinflOf(t) (fl is an integer). (81) 
In the case of a more general time-dependent expression for the normal derivative of the 
temperature at the boundary, the superposition principle can simply be used; and if conditions (80) 
were not satisfied, the problem can by suitable substitution be separated into the problem (1)-(4) 
with the above definitions and a uniform problem whose solution is well-known. 
We assume first that the time in definition (81) is replaced by the parameter 4. Then we make 
use of the substitution 
T(r, O; 4, t) = u(r, 0; 4, t) + ~O(r, 0; 2), (82) 
where 
O2~b j_ lO~b 1 02~b 
or ~ r T~ + 7~-~-r ~=° '  
(83) 
~( l , r )=0 (c <101<~r), (84) 
O_~ = sinflOf(2), (101 < c). (85) 
Or 
To find ~, we follow the technique used in Section 2. The definition of the boundary conditions 
(84) and (85) can be completed by means of the functions tp_(0;2) and ~p+(0;2) defined as in 
expression (18) and (19) 
~k(1, 0) = q~_(0; 2), (86) 
0~,(1, 0) 
O~ = sinflOf(2 ) + q~ + (0; 2), (87) 
but here, we let the function sinflOf(2) be defined on the whole interval 101< n. This does not 
influence the function ~b. On the arc {r = l, c < 101 < ~}, the normal derivative ~, is still unknown. 
Then, applying the finite Fourier transform to equation (83) and solving it, we obtain 
Taking into account hat 
A,,? I"1, n 4= 0 
~'"(~')= tO, n=0.  
e~°sinfl 0d0 = 
1 
2-i' n = fl 
1 
-~  n ----- --fl, 
0, otherwise, 
(88) 
(89) 
we get, analogously to equation (28), 
~o_(o; 2)- -  - ~  
R(O) 
2i [60)  + LA0) ] f (2 ) ,  
(90) 
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which yields 
f(;O 
" = 2fli n~_~ (N~n + N_~,)r'"'e ~° 
f('~) (Np, + N_~,)rnsinO, (91) 
where in the last step, we made use of  the relations (63). 
The function u(r, 0; 2, t) is just the solution of  the system (9)-(12), where 
f(r ,  0) = - -~(r ,  0; 2), (92) 
that is u(r, 0; 2, t) is just the function (47), where 
1 + N_p.)r"sinnOlr dr dO 
c, = ~ | A (93) 
f_fo s2(r'O;'i)rdrdO 
Thus, the function T(r, O; 2; t) is defined by relations (82), (91), (47) and (93). 
Now, taking into consideration the Duhamel theorem [7, p. 344], we deduce that the function 
r(r,  0; t )  - -  - c,S(r, 0; ~,)7~ f (2 )exp[ -~( t  - ~.)] d2 (94) 
i= |  
satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (4) with definitions (80) and (81). Further, the above function 
satisfies condition (3) with definition (80), since all the functions S(r,O;~) vanish at the 
arc {r -- 1,c < 101 < re}. This establishes the solution of the system (1}--(4) with definitions (80) 
and (81). 
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